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And what should the motivational processes be? But there were also functions, and markets, where
centralization served customers â€” and the company â€” better, because Kraft was able to leverage its scale.
Neilson, Karla L. Health and Wellness: This is the health and nutrition conscious customer segment. Select
one for Strengths and Threats as well. Snacking: Kraft provides a huge variety of snack products to customers
who seek for on the go foods. This continued even into the s as the company forayed into markets worldwide
through acquisitions. It's a company that when spoken of a thought of Mac-n-Cheese or dairy products come
to mind but it is so much more. We deliver Step 2: Develop vision and mission statements for the
organization. They had some skin in the game. It really helped freshness. Even the best-planned change
initiative requires some course corrections â€” or ends up working best when done in phases. Industry trends
The current trends in the foods and beverages industry in the US provides good growth opportunities to
established players. And the quick access that managers have to these policies lets them know the boundaries
and the reasons behind them; it frees them to innovate without feeling they need to seek approval from some
other person or place. People can use this intranet site to ask for notifications of changes in the policies, or to
ask questions about them, or to request an exception or suggest a change. The company has employed SAP
Net weaver technology platform to ensure effective information and business transformation strategy within
all the business units FBR,  Their strategies included extensive product development and marketing through
which they started selling 31 varieties of cheese in the U. Customers 2. Our corporate functional experts are
one such mechanism; these people work across our businesses to build capabilities and disseminate best
practices. For Kraft Foods Inc. However, estimation errors are unavoidable as it is very difficult to predict he
exact roadmap of how the deal would turn out. Sanjay Khosla: Fundamentally, the role of corporate executives
in this new structure has been to put the right people in the right jobs, and then get out of their way.
PowerPoint presentation. Yet somehow, we were getting in our own way. Mark Clouse: The operations group
was incented for cost management and efficiency rates. When we peeled out everything that people do â€” the
functions had to list their services and what they really cost â€” it became clear that certain business units were
getting charged disproportionately. Quick Meals: These are customers having a fast and busy life, but they
dont want to miss the delicious foods.


